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Abstract—The paper investigates the dynamic operation of
novel control scheme for both Static Synchronous Compensator
(STATCOM) and Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC)
based on a new full model comprising a 48-pulse Gate Turn-Off
thyristor voltage source converter for combined reactive power
compensation and voltage stabilization of the electric grid net-
work. The complete digital simulation of the STATCOM and SSSC
within the power system is performed in the MATLAB/Simulink
environment using the Power System Blockset (PSB). The
STATCOM scheme and the electric grid network are modeled by
specific electric blocks from the power system blockset, while the
control system is modeled using Simulink. Two novel controllers
for the STATCOM and SSSC are presented in this paper based
on a decoupled current control strategy. The performance of both
STATCOM and SSSC schemes connected to the 230-kV grid are
evaluated. The proposed novel control schemes for the STATCOM
and SSSC are fully validated by digital simulation.

Index Terms—48-pulse Gate Turn-Off (GTO) thyristor model
STATCOM, novel decoupled control strategy, reactive compensa-
tion, Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC), voltage sta-
bilization.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N THE last decade, commercial availability of Gate
Turn-Off (GTO) thyristor switching devices with

high-power handling capability and the advancement of
the other types of power-semiconductor devices such as IGBTs
have led to the development of fast controllable reactive
power sources utilizing new electronic switching and converter
technology. These switching technologies additionally offer
considerable advantages over existing methods in terms of
space reductions and fast effective damping [1].

The GTO thyristors enable the design of the solid-state shunt
reactive compensation and active filtering equipment based
upon switching converter technology. These Power Quality
Devices (PQ Devices) are power electronic converters con-
nected in parallel or in series with transmission lines, and the
operation is controlled by digital controllers. The interaction
between these compensating devices and the grid network is
preferably studied by digital simulation. Flexible alternating
current transmission systems (FACTS) devices are usually
used for fast dynamic control of voltage, impedance, and phase
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angle of high-voltage ac lines. FACTS devices provide strategic
benefits for improved transmission system power flow manage-
ment through better utilization of existing transmission assets,
increased transmission system security and reliability as well as
availability, increased dynamic and transient grid stability, and
increased power quality for sensitive industries (e.g., computer
chip manufacture). The advent of FACTS systems is giving rise
to a new family of power electronic equipment for controlling
and optimizing the dynamic performance of power system,
e.g., STATCOM, SSSC, and UPFC. The use of voltage-source
inverter (VSI) has been widely accepted as the next generation
of flexible reactive power compensation to replace other con-
ventional VAR compensation, such as the thyristor-switched
capacitor (TSC) and thyristor controlled reactor (TCR) [2], [3].
This paper deals with a novel cascaded multilevel converter
model, which is a 48-pulse (three levels) source converter
[4]. The voltage source converter described in this paper is a
harmonic neutralized, 48-pulse GTO converter. It consists of
four three-phase, three-level inverters and four phase-shifting
transformers. In the 48-pulse voltage source converter, the dc
bus is connected to the four three-phase inverters. The
four voltage generated by the inverters are applied to secondary
windings of four zig-zag phase-shifting transformers connected
in or . The four transformer primary windings are con-
nected in series, and the converter pulse patterns are phase
shifted so that the four voltage fundamental components sum
in phase on the primary side.

II. STATIC SYNCHRONOUS COMPENSATOR

The basic STATCOM model consists of a step-down trans-
former with leakage reactance , a three-phase GTO VSI, and
a dc side capacitor. The ac voltage difference across this trans-
former leakage reactance produces reactive power exchange be-
tween the STATCOM and the power system at the point of inter-
face. The voltage can be regulated to improve the voltage pro-
file of the interconnected power system, which is the primary
duty of the STATCOM. A secondary damping function can be
added to the STATCOM for enhancing power system dynamic
stability [5]–[7]. The STATCOM’s main function is to regulate
key bus voltage magnitude by dynamically absorbing or gener-
ating reactive power to the ac grid network, like a thyristor static
compensator. This reactive power transfer is done through the
leakage reactance of the coupling transformer by using a sec-
ondary transformer voltage in phase with the primary voltage
(network side). This voltage is provided by a voltage-source
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Fig. 1. STATCOM operation. (a) Inductive operation. (b) Capacitive
operation.

PWM inverter and is always in quadrature to the STATCOM
current.

The STATCOM device operation can be illustrated by the
phasor diagrams shown in Fig. 1. When the secondary voltage
(VS) is lower than the grid system bus voltage (VB), the
STATCOM acts like an inductance absorbing reactive power
from the grid bus. When the secondary voltage (VS) is higher
than the bus voltage (VB), the STATCOM acts like a capacitor
generating reactive power to the grid bus [2]. In steady-state
operation and due to inverter losses, the bus voltage (VB)
always leads the inverter ac voltage by a very small angle to
supply the required small active power losses.

The voltage source-converter or inverter (VSC or VSI)
scheme is the building block of any STATCOM device and
other FACTS devices. A simple inverter produces a square
voltage waveform as it switches the direct voltage source on
and off. The basic objective of a good VSI-converter scheme
is to produce a near sinusoidal ac voltage with minimal wave
form distortion or excessive harmonics content. Three basic
techniques can be used for reducing the harmonics produced by
the converter switching [8], [9]. Harmonic neutralization using
magnetic coupling (multipulse converter configurations), har-
monic reduction using multilevel converter configurations, and
novel pulse-width modulation (PWM) switching techniques.
The 24- and 48-pulse converters are obtained by combining
two or four (12-pulse) VSI, respectively, with the specified
phase shift between all converters. For high-power applications
with low distortion, the best option is the 48-pulse converter,
although using parallel filters tuned to the 23th–25th harmonics
with a 24-pulse converter could also be adequately attentive in
most applications, but the 48-pulse converter scheme can en-
sure minimum power quality problems and reduced harmonic
resonance conditions on the interconnected grid network.

III. DIGITAL SIMULATION MODEL

A novel complete model using the 48-pulse digital simu-
lation of the STATCOM within a power system is presented
in this paper. The digital simulation is performed using the
MATLAB/Simulink software environment and the Power
System Blockset (PSB). The basic building block of the
STATCOM is the full 48-pulse converter-cascade implemented

Fig. 2. Sample three-bus study system with the STATCOM located at bus B2.

using the MATLAB/Simulink software. The control process
is based on a novel decoupled current control strategy using
both the direct and quadrature current components of the
STATCOM. The operation of the full STATCOM model is fully
studied in both capacitive and inductive modes in a power trans-
mission system and load excursion. The use of full 48–pulse
STATCOM model is more accurate than existing low-order or
functional models.

A. Power System Description

Modeling the unified ac grid sample system with the
STATCOM and its decoupled current controller is done using
MATLAB/Simulink as shown in Fig. 2. It requires the use of
electric blocks from the power system and control blocks from
the Simulink power blockset library. A Mvar STATCOM
device is connected to the 230-kV (L-L) grid network. Fig. 2
shows the single line diagram representing the STATCOM and
the host sample grid network. The feeding network is repre-
sented by a thevenin equivalent at (bus B1) where the voltage
source is represented by a kV with 10 000 MVA
short circuit power level with an followed by the
transmission line connected to bus B2. The full system param-
eters are given in Table I.

The STATCOM device comprises the full 48-pulse voltage
source converter-cascade model connected to the host electric
grid network through the coupling transformer. The dc link
voltage is provided by the capacitor C, which is charged from
the ac network. The decoupled current control system ensures
full dynamic regulation of the bus voltage (VB) and the dc link
voltage . The 48-pulse VSC generates less harmonic distor-
tion and, hence, reduces power quality problems in comparison
to other converters such as (6, 12, and 24) pulse. This results
in minimum operational overloading and system harmonic
instability problems as well as accurate performance prediction
of voltage and dynamic stability conditions.

B. 48-Pulse Voltage Source GTO-Converter

Two 24-pulse GTO-converters, phase-shifted by 7.5 from
each other, can provide the full 48-pulse converter operation.
Using a symmetrical shift criterion, the 7.5 are provided in
the following way: phase-shift winding with on the two
coupling transformers of one 24-pulse converter and
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TABLE I
SELECTED POWER SYSTEM PARAMETERS

on the other two transformers of the second 24-pulse converter.
The firing pulses need a phase-shift of , respectively.

The 48-pulse converter model comprises four identical
12-pulse GTO converters interlinked by four 12-pulse trans-
formers with phase-shifted windings [9]. Fig. 3 depicts the
schematic diagram of the 48-pulse VS-GTO converter model.
The transformer connections and the necessary firing-pulse
logics to get this final 48-pulse operation are modeled. The
48-pulse converter can be used in high-voltage high-power
applications without the need for any ac filters due to its
very low harmonic distortion content on the ac side. The
output voltage have normal harmonics , where

, i.e., , with typical
magnitudes ( ), respectively,
with respect to the fundamental; on the dc side, the lower
circulating dc current harmonic content is the 48th.

Fig. 3. Forty-eight-pulse GTO’s voltage source converter.

The phase-shift pattern on each four 12-pulse converter cas-
cade is as follows.

1st 12-Pulse Converter: It is shown in the equation at the
bottom of the page. The resultant output voltage generated by
the first 12-pulse converter is

(1)

PST Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics
Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics

Total Winding turn rate
Driver Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics

Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics.
Total

PST Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics
Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonic

Total Winding turn rate
Driver Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics

Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics.
Total
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2nd 12-Pulse Converter: It is shown in the second equation
at the bottom of the previous page. The resultant output voltage
generated by the second 12-pulse converter is

(2)

3rd 12-Pulse Converter: It is shown in the first equation at
the bottom of the page. The resultant output voltage generated
by the third 12-pulse converter is

(3)

4th 12-Pulse Converter: It is shown in the second equation
at the bottom of the page. The resultant output voltage generated
by the fourth 12-pulse converter is

(4)

These four identical 12-pulse converter provide shifted ac
output voltages, described by (1)–(4), are added in series on
the secondary windings of the transformers. The net 48-pulse
ac total output voltage is given by

(5)

(6)

Fig. 4. Forty-eight-pulse converter output voltage.

The line-to-neutral 48-pulse ac output voltage from the
STATCOM model is expressed by

(7)

(8)

Voltages and have a similar near sinusoidal
shape with a phase shifting of 120 and 240 , respectively,
from phase a . Fig. 4 depicts the net resultant 48-pulse
line-to-line output voltage of the 48-pulse GTO-Converter
scheme.

C. Decoupled Current Control System

The new decoupled control system is based on a full -
decoupled current control strategy using both direct and
quadrature current components of the STATCOM ac current.
The decoupled control system is implemented as shown in
Fig. 5. A phase locked loop (PLL) synchronizes on the positive
sequence component of the three-phase terminal voltage at

PST Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics
Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics

Total Winding turn rate
Driver Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics

Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics.
Total

PST Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics
Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics

Total Winding turn rate
Driver Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics

Necessary to eliminate the -pulse harmonics.
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Fig. 5. Novel STATCOM d-q decoupled current control system.

interface Bus 2. The output of the PLL is the angle ( ) that
used to measure the direct axis and quadrature axis component
of the ac three-phase voltage and current. The outer regulation
loop comprising the ac voltage regulator provides the refer-
ence current ( ) for the current regulator that is always in
quadrature with the terminal voltage to control the reactive
power. The voltage regulator is a proportional plus integral
PI controller with and . The current
regulator is also PI controller with and . The
PLL system generates the basic synchronizing-signal that is
the phase angle of the transmission system voltage , , and
the selected regulation-slope determines the compensation
behavior of the STATCOM device. To enhance the dynamic
performance of the full 48-pulse STATCOM device model, a
supplementary regulator loop is added using the dc capacitor
voltage. The dc side capacitor voltage charge is chosen as the
rate of the variation of this dc voltage. Thus, for a fixed selected
short time interval , the variation in the magnitude is
measured, and any rapid change in this dc voltage is measured
and if this change is greater than a specified threshold

, the supplementary loop is activated. The main concept is to
detect any rapid variation in the dc capacitor voltage.

The strategy of a supplementary damping regulator is to
correct the phase angle of the STATCOM device voltage ,
with respect to the positive or negative sign of this variation.
If , the dc capacitor is charging very fast. This
happens when the STATCOM converter voltage lag behind the
ac system voltage; in this way, the converter absorbs a small
amount of real power from the ac system to compensate for
any internal losses and keep the capacitor voltage at the desired
level. The same technique can be used to increase or decrease
the capacitor voltage and, thus, the amplitude of the converter
output voltage to control the var generation or absorption.
This supplementary loop reduces ripple content in charging or
discharging the capacitor and improves fast controllability of
the STATCOM.

IV. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE STATCOM

The sample study radial power system is subjected to load
switching at bus B3. When starting, the source voltage is such
that the STATCOM is inactive. It neither absorbs nor provides
reactive power to the network. The capacitor bank is precharged
to 1 p.u. voltage. The network voltage is 1.03 p.u. and only
inductive load 1 with ( and ) (at rated
voltage) is connected at load bus B3, and the STATCOM B2
bus voltage is 0.955 p.u. for the uncompensated system and the
transmitted real and reactive power are and

. The simulation is carried out by using the
MATLAB/Simulink and power system blockset, and the digital
simulation results are given as shown in Fig. 6. The following
load excursion sequence is tested.

Step 1) s—at this time, the static synchronous
compensator STATCOM is switched and con-
nected to the power system network by switching
on the circuit breaker CB4. The STATCOM voltage
lags the transmission line voltage by a small
angle , and therefore, the dc capacitor
voltage increases. The STATCOM is now operating
in the capacitive mode and injects about 0.65 p.u.
of reactive power into the ac power system, as
shown in Fig. 6(d). The B2 bus voltage is increased
to 0.985 p.u. as shown in Fig. 6(b). The STATCOM
draws 0.02 p.u. of real-active power from the
network to compensate for the GTO switching
losses and coupling transformer resistive and core
losses. The voltage regulation leads to an increase
in the transmitted real power to the load bus B3
with a , due to the reactive power
compensation, the transmitted reactive power also
decreases to . Fig. 6(f) shows the
resolved - STATCOM current components. The
STATCOM current is totally a reactive current.

Step 2) s—at this time, the second inductive load
2 with ( and ) (at rated
voltage) is added to the ac power system at bus B3;
therefore, more dynamic reactive power compensa-
tion is still required. The STATCOM small voltage
phase displacement angle increases to
again, and therefore, the dc capacitor voltage in-
creases as shown in Fig. 6(c). The STATCOM in-
jects about 1.3 p.u. of reactive power into the ac
network at bus B2 and draws about 0.05 p.u. of real
power to compensate the added losses. The regu-
lated bus voltage is now about 0.975 p.u. The
STATCOM -axis current temporarily increases in
order to charge the dc capacitor.

Step 3) s—the capacitive load 3 with ( ,
) (at rated voltage) is now added to

the power system at bus B3. The capacitive load has
a compensative effect so the STATCOM inject less
reactive power into the ac system at bus B2. The
injected reactive power is decreased by reducing the
dc capacitor voltage, with ; this in turn
leads to a decrease in the converter voltage drop.
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Fig. 6. Digital simulation results of the STATCOM operation.

The regulated bus voltage is 0.978 p.u., while the
STATCOM injects 1.15 p.u. of the reactive power
into the system and draws only 0.02 p.u. real power.

Step 4) s—at this time, both loads 1 and 2 are re-
moved from bus B3, which is severe load rejection,
and only the capacitive load 3 remains connected at
bus B3. Due to this capacitive load, the STATCOM
operates in inductive mode to regulate the resultant
overvoltage at bus B2. The dc capacitive voltage
drops with as shown in Fig. 6(a) and
(c). The STATCOM voltage leads the bus voltage.
As a result, the dc capacitor voltage drops to
0.97 p.u. The regulated bus voltage is 1.08 p.u.,
while the STATCOM draws reactive power from
the network (inductive operation) and the -axis
current is positive.

Fig. 6(e) shows the dynamic response of the 48-pulse con-
verter voltage and current and the transition sequence from ca-
pacitive mode of operation to inductive mode of operation with
no transient overvoltage appeared, and this transition for opera-
tion mode takes a few millisecond. This smooth transition is due
to the novel controller, which is based on the decoupled control
strategy and the variation of the capacitor dc voltage. Figs. 7
and 8 show the inputs of the decoupled controller reference and
measured voltage to compute the reference quadrature current,
which is the input of the current regulator to provide the phase
displacement to control the converter operation mode. Fig. 9
shows the total harmonic distortion THD of the output voltage
of converter, which is very small compared with other low pulse
model of VSC currently used to investigate FACTS devices.

Fig. 7. Reference and measured voltage of voltage regulator.

V. AUXILIARY TRACKING CONTROLLER

This Auxiliary Tracking Controller is a new control system
based on the decoupled control strategy using both direct and
quadrature current components of the STATCOM ac current and
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM). The decoupled control system
is implemented as shown in Fig. 10. A PLL synchronizes on
the positive sequence component of the three-phase terminal
voltage at Bus 2. The output of the PLL is angle ( ), which is
used to measure the direct axis and quadrature axis component
of the ac three-phase STATCOM current and its input for the
PWM. The outer regulation loop consists of an ac voltage reg-
ulator that provides the reference current ( ) for the current
regulator, which is in quadrature with the terminal voltage which
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Fig. 8. Reference and measured current of current regulator.

Fig. 9. THD of the converter output voltage.

control reactive power. The voltage regulator is a PI controller
with and . The current regulator is also a PI
controller with and . The PLL system gen-
erates the basic synchronizing-signal, which is the phase angle
of the transmission system voltage , , and the selected reg-
ulation-slope determines the compensation behavior of the
STATCOM device. The outer loop controls the new capacitor
dc voltage rate variation. The input of the dc voltage regulator,
which is a PI controller with and , is
the measured capacitor dc voltage and the reference dc voltage.
The current regulator controls the magnitude and phase of the
voltage generated by the PWM converter ( , ) from the

and reference currents produced, respectively, by the
dc voltage.

The digital simulation for the study system shown in Fig. 2 is
carried out again under the same load excursions but using the
new Auxiliary Tracking Control based on the pulse width modu-
lation switching techniques. This new controller shows high ef-
ficiency in damping any oscillations and provides a smooth tran-
sition from the capacitive to full inductive compensation level.
The digital simulation results for the STATCOM operation is
shown in Fig. 11.

The operation of the STATCOM is validated in both capaci-
tive and inductive modes using the sample power transmission

Fig. 10. Auxiliary tracking control using PWM switching techniques.

system. The proposed decoupled controllers for the 48-pulse
voltage source converter STATCOM demonstrated high effi-
ciency for reactive power compensation and voltage regulation
with the system subjected to load disturbances such as switching
different types of loads. Fig. 12(a)–(c) shows the performance of
the Auxiliary Tracking control with PWM switching technique
in suppressing any oscillation and damping the transients that
may appear during the transition from capacitive to inductive
mode of operation compared with the decoupled current con-
trol strategy.

VI. EFFECTS OF THE POWER SYSTEM STRENGTH

ON THE STATCOM STABILITY

Fig. 13 shows the equivalent system reactance , which is
a part of the feed back loop, and it is crucial to note that is
varied as electric loads are added to or removed from the power
system or when any transmission line or generator outage oc-
curs. Therefore, the overall closed-loop gain and the stability
margin of the STATCOM are greatly affected by this equiv-
alent reactance or system strength [8]. If the impedance
of the power system increases (weak system), the amount of
voltage change due to the STATCOM reactive current increases,
and the overall system moves to instability. If the power system
impedance decreases (strong system), the system is more stable,
although the dynamic response is slower than that for a weak
system. Therefore, the power system strength greatly affects the
response time and stability of the STATCOM. If the voltage reg-
ulator is set to provide a fast response for a strong system, it
may lead to possible instability for a weak power system, while
if the voltage regulator is set to provide a stable response for a
weak power system, the response for a strong power system will
be very slow and sluggish as the over system closed-loop gain
decreases.

To check the effect of the power system strength on the
STATCOM stability, the digital simulation is carried out
again for the proposed system shown in Fig. 2. In this case,
the loads of this power system are replaced with new loads,
which are Load 1 ( and ) and load 2
( , ). This new system is investigated
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Fig. 11. Digital simulation results of the STATCOM operation with auxiliary
tracking controller.

Fig. 12. Effects of the controllers for voltage stabilization and reactive power
compensation.

Fig. 13. Functional block diagram representation of the STATCOM.
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Fig. 14. Digital simulation results for the decoupled current controller and
auxiliary tracking controller schemes for the STATCOM in a weak power
system.

when load 1 is rejected at s and only load 2 remains
connected. Both control schemes were validated in order to
show the effects of the Auxiliary Tracking Control based on
PWM switching technique in damping oscillations and sup-
pressing the transient system transients.

A. Digital Simulation Results

The digital simulation is carried out for the new system
with both loads 1 and load 2 connected and the STATCOM is

Fig. 15. Digital simulation results for the decoupled current controller and
auxiliary tracking controller schemes for the STATCOM in a weak power
system.

switched at s. The load excursion occurred at s
by fully disconnecting load 1. This load excursion leads to
the weak power system. Both novel controllers schemes are
validated under this condition in order to show their capability
in keeping the STATCOM stable for a weak power system.
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Fig. 16. Modulation index for the pulse width modulation.

Figs. 14 and 15 show the comparison of the dynamic perfor-
mance for both controllers and their effectiveness for power
system stability.

Fig. 16 shows the modulation index for the pulse width
modulation and its variation with the load excursions. The
digital simulation results show that the Auxiliary Tracking
control based on PWM switching technique provide higher
dynamic performance than the decoupled current controller
for a weak power system by damping any oscillations and
suppressing transients. In addition, for the STATCOM stability,
this auxiliary tracking controller is also enhancing the power
transfer due to high efficiency in voltage stabilization and
proving instant reactive power compensation.

VII. SSSC

The SSSC device is one of the most important FACTS de-
vices for power transmission line series compensation. It is a
power electronic-based synchronous voltage generator (SVG)
that generates almost three-phase sinusoidal ac voltages, from a
dc source/capacitor bank with voltage in quadrature with the ref-
erence line current [8], [10]. The SSSC converter blocks are con-
nected in series with the transmission line by a series coupling
transformer. The SSSC device can provide either capacitive or
inductive voltage compensation, if the SSSC-AC voltage
lags the line current by 90 , a capacitive series voltage com-
pensation is obtained in the transmission line, and if leads

by 90 , an inductive series voltage compensation is achieved.
By controlling the level of the boost/buck voltage transmission
line, the amount of series compensation voltage can be fully
adjusted [11]. The equivalent injected series voltage is al-
most in quadrature with the reference transmission line current.
A small part of this injected voltage , which is in phase with
transmission line current, supplies the required losses in the in-
verter bridge and coupling transformer [12]. Most of the injected
voltage is in full quadrature with the reference transmission
line current and, hence, emulates an equivalent inductive or ca-
pacitive reactance in series with the transmission line.

Fig. 17. Radial 230-kV test sample power system.

VIII. DIGITAL SIMULATION MODEL

A complete digital simulation study using the full 48-pulse
GTO-SSSC device model for a sample test power system is
presented in this paper. The digital simulation is performed
in the MATLAB/Simulink software environment using the
PSB. The basic building block of the SSSC device is the same
cascade of converters forming the 48-pulse GTO converter
whose complete digital simulation model was implemented
using MATLAB/Simulink. This new full SSSC device com-
pensator can be more accurate in providing fully controllable
compensating voltage over a specified identical capacitive and
inductive range, independently of the magnitude of the line
current, and better represent realistic improved power quality
reduced harmonics.

A. Power System Description

The test system is a simple power system 230-kV network
grid equipped with the SSSC and its novel controller, which
connected in series with the transmission system. Modeling
the SSSC compensator, including the power network and its
controller in MATLAB/Simulink environment, requires using
“electric blocks” from the power system blockset and control
blocks from thr Simulink library. A Mvar SSSC device is
connected to the 230-kV grid network. Fig. 17 shows the single
line diagram that represents the SSSC and the 230/33-kV grid
network.

The feeding network is represented by an its equivalent
Thevenin (bus B1) where the voltage source is a 230 kV with
10 000 MVA short circuit level with a resistance of 0.1 p.u.
and an equivalent reactance of 0.3 p.u. followed by the 230-kV
radial transmission system connected to bus B2. The full system
parameters are given in Table II. The SSSC FACTS device
consists mainly of the 48–pulse GTO-voltage source converter
model that is connected in series with the transmission line at
Bus B1 by the coupling transformer T1. The dc link voltage

is provided by capacitor C, which is charged with an
active power taken directly from the ac network. The novel full
48-pulse GTO-VSC model results in less harmonic distortion
than other 6-, 12-, and 24-pulse converters or functional models
usually used to represent SSSC device operation.
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TABLE II
POWER SYSTEM PARAMETER

Fig. 18. Novel decoupled control structure of the SSSC FACTS device.

B. Novel Decoupled Control Scheme for the SSSC

The main function of the SSSC device is to dynamically
control the transmission line power flow. This can be accom-
plished by either direct control of the line current (power) or
alternatively by the indirect control of either the compensating
impedance or the level of injected compensating voltage

[10]. The direct power flow control has the advantages of
maintaining the transmitted power under a closed-loop control
defined by a power reference. However, under some network
contingencies, the maintenance of this constant power flow may
not be either possible or even desirable. Therefore, in typical
power system applications, the equivalent impedance (or in-
jected voltage) control that maintains the equivalent impedance
of the transmission line may be the preferred method from the
operating standpoint. The degree of impedance series compen-
sation is usually expressed as the ratio of the series reactance

to the transmission line reactance , where .
Similarly, for an inductive series compensation, the line series
reactance is , where . Therefore,
the basic function of the effective control system is to keep
the SSSC voltage in quadrature with the transmission line
current and only control the magnitude of injection to
meet the desired compensation level.

The control system for the SSSC device is shown in Fig. 18.
The basic synchronization signal is the phase angle of the
transmission line current. The SSSC equivalent impedance

is measured as the ratio of the -axis voltage of the SSSC de-
vice to the magnitude of transmission line current . This
equivalent inserted or equivalent (positive/negative) impedance
is then compared with the reference level of the compensa-
tion impedance ( ). A proportional plus integral PI con-
troller generates the required small phase displacement angle

of few degrees electric, in order to charge or discharge the
dc capacitor (C), while a positive discharges the dc side
capacitor. When is negative, lags by 90 (Capaci-
tive Compensation) and when leads by 90 and (in-
ductive compensation). The final output of the control system
is the desired phase angle of the SSSC device output voltage

.

IX. DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE OF THE SSSC

The novel decoupled control strategy for the SSSC is also val-
idated in both capacitive and inductive operating modes when
the system is subjected to severe disturbances of switching elec-
tric loads contingencies.

A. Capacitive Operation

The sample power system and the SSSC FACTS device
parameters are given in Table II. The base power selected
300 MVA, and the base voltage selected 230 kV. The SSSC
device operates in capacitive mode with .
The grid voltage is calculated at 1.013 p.u., and the load
on bus B3 is an inductive load with ( and

) (at rated voltage). This load is connected from
the start of the simulation; the SSSC device is switched into
the transmission line at s with a level of compensation

, i.e., the SSSC was set to compensate about 60% of
the transmission line total reactance by injecting a capacitive
voltage. Therefore, . The dynamic simulation
results are obtained for the SSSC voltage phase , dc capacitor
voltage , the SSSC device reactive power , and the
effective injected reactance are shown in Fig. 19. The
SSSC device is connected at time s, while only load 1
( and ) is attached to the system.
At s, load 2 ( and )
is switched on for a duration of 0.4 s and then disconnected
at s. Due to this inductive load, the SSSC operates in
the capacitive mode with phase angle of at almost .
The SSSC device while operating in this capacitive mode also
injects an equivalent capacitive reactance of in
series with the transmission line. When load 2 is switched
on, the capacitor and, therefore, the reactive power
are increased in order to satisfy the specific . Since the
SSSC device is in the capacitive mode, the injected voltage

lags the line current by 90 as shown in Fig. 19(g). A very
small deviation from makes the real power flow from
the TL to the SSSC dc-side capacitor in order to compensate
the real power losses of coupling transformer and the GTO
switching. The effect of the capacitive series compensation
on the power flow and bus voltage is shown in Fig. 19(e) and
(f), respectively, where the bus voltage increased from 0.94 to
1.025 p.u. during attaching only load 1 and to 1.04 p.u. when
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Fig. 19. Digital simulation results of the sample test 230-kV radial system attached with SSSC device operating in capacitive mode.

Fig. 20. Digital simulation results of the sample test 230-kV radial system attached with SSSC device operating in inductive mode.

both load 1 and load 2 are connected; also, the SSSC device
enhances the line power transfer by increasing the real power
from 0.44 to 0.52 p.u. In addition, the total harmonic distortion
due to the SSSC voltage is less than 0.0 as shown in Fig. 19(h).
Therefore, , where

is the total rms of the voltage, is the rms value of the
total harmonic content, and , and only 0.0025

of the SSSC voltage is due to harmonics, which is acceptable
and better than using 24-pulse converter SSSC.

B. Inductive Operation
To validate the inductive operation of the SSSC device, the ca-

pacitive load is connected to the Bus B3 in order to test the per-
formance of the SSSC device while operating in the inductive
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mode. The digital simulation is carried out again under the same
switching conditions of switching time with capacitive load at
the same rated voltage. The grid voltage is 1.013 p.u. This
is due to a slight overvoltage, which may occur sometimes. The
simulation is carried out considering an inductive load 1 with
( and ) (at rated voltage) while
this load is fully connected from the start point of the digital sim-
ulation. In the case of an overvoltage, an inductive series com-
pensation is required to decrease the voltage at load bus. When
load 2 (a capacitive load with and )
is switched in at s for a duration of 0.4 s to the dis-
tribution network, this causes an overvoltage, so the inductive
compensation is also required. The SSSC device is switched to
the transmission line at s with a level of compensation

, i.e., the SSSC was set to inject an equivalent induc-
tive reactance equal to the line reactance. The was selected
at 0.25 p.u. The digital simulation results are shown in Fig. 20.
The SSSC device is switched to the power system at s,
and the dc capacitor is charged by the real power flow from
the transmission line to the dc-side capacitor. When load 2 is
switched on at s, the SSSC device operates in the induc-
tive mode, and the series injected voltage leads the transmis-
sion line current by 90 as shown in Fig. 20(g). The SSSC de-
vice provides a fast inductive series compensation for the power
system. The inductive series compensation
plays a vital role in decreasing the overvoltages that occur due
to the capacitive load. The 48-pulse voltage source converter
SSSC provides the required reference compensation to enhance
the maximum transmission power transfer with harmonic con-
tent and better power quality.

X. CONCLUSION

The paper presents a novel full 48-pulse GTO voltage source
converter of STATCOM and SSSC FACTS devices. These full
descriptive digital models are validated for voltage stabilization
reactive compensation and dynamically power flow control
using three novel decoupled current control strategies. The
control strategies implement decoupled current control and
auxiliary tracking control based on a pulse width modulation
switching technique to ensure fast controllability, minimum
oscillatory behavior, and minimum inherent phase locked loop
time delay as well as system instability reduced impact due to
a weak interconnected ac system.
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